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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Carla Hills

SUPREME COURT

PRESS ACCESS TO FEDERAL PRISONERS

SUPREME COURT HOLDS THAT NEWSMEN HAVE NO GREATER FIRST
AMENDMENT RIGHT OF ACCESS TO FEDERAL PRISONS AND TFIR INMATES
THAN DOES TIlE PUBLIC AT LARGE

Saxbe Washington Post Co Supreme Court No 73-1265
June 24 19724 D.J 145-12-1b92

Bureau of Prisons Policy Statement 122O.lA prohibits
personal interviews between federal prisoners and members of
the press The Washington Post Company and reporter for
the Washington Post brought suit in the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia to enjoin the Bureau from
enforcing this policy Similar suits were brought in number
of other federal courts The district court held that the
press had First Amendment right of access to federal prisons
and their inmates and that the Bureau had not established
compelling justification for its impingement of that right
The court enjoined the Bureau from enforcing the interview ban
and ordered it to draw up new regulations generally permitting
press interviews of prisoners The Court of Appeals affirmed
on essentially the same grounds The government petitioned for
certiorari prior to the entry of judgment by the Court of
Appeals and the petition was granted after the entry of that
judgment

The Supreme Court reversed accepting the Governments
constitutional argument that newsmen have no greater First
Amendment right of access to federal prisons and their inmates
than does the public generally The Court held that since the
public generally is excluded from prisons the press has no
constitutional right to enter them for purposes of interviewing
prisoners Accordingly the Court did not find it necessary to
evaluate the Governments contention that the interview ban was
justified by reasons of prison management and security which
were sufficiently compelling to override any constitutional
right of access the press might have

Staff Leonard Schaitman Neil Koslowe and
Harry Silver Civil Division
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____SOCIAL SECURITY

SUPREME COURT HOLDS UNCONSTITUTIONAL SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
PROVISION EXCLUDING AFTER-BORN ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN FROM
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS

Jimenez Weinberger Ct No 72-6609 June 19 1974
D.J 137-23-371

The Social Security Act provides that all legitimate and
many illegitimate children born to persons entitled to social
security benefits are presumed dependent and thus themselves
entitled to dependents benefits However the Act in 42
U.S.C 416h3B excludes from coverage some illegitimate
children born after the wage-earner has become entitled to
disability benefits In challenge to the constitutionality
of the exclusion the Coirrt held that the discrimination
between classes of illegitimate children was not related to
any governmental interest in preventing spurious claims The
Court also held that the purpose of Social Security dependents
benefits is to provide support for dependents of qualified
disabled wage earners not merely to replace support actually
lost when wage-earner becomes disabled

The Court held that even if children might rationally be
classified on the basis of whether they ae dependent upon
their disabled parents the Acts discrimination between two
subclasses of illegitimates is overinclusive because benefits
are afforded to some illegitimate children who are not actually or

necessarily dependent upon the disabled parent e.g those who
inherit from the wage earner or whose parents mriage was
technically defective 42 U.S.C 4l6h2 Also the Court
held the Act under-inclusive in that it conclusively excludes
some dependent illegitimate children like claimants from
benefits Accordingly the Court remanded to the district
court to provide claimant the opportunity to show that his
children qualify as his children within the meaning of the
Social Security Act

Staff Stanton Koppel Civil Division
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STANDING TO SUE

SUPREIVE COURT HOLDS THAT CITIZEN CLAIM OF ABSTRACT
INJURY TO HIS INTEREST IN CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNANCE IS INSUFFI
CIENT TO CONFER UPON HIM STANDING TO SUE

Schlesinoer Reservists Committee to Stop the War
Supreme Cour No 72-ll June 25 l97L D.J lLl5_l5_2Ol

Article Section Clause of the Constitution the
so-called Incompatability Clause provides that no person
holding any office under the United States shall be Member
of either House during his continuance in office The
Reservists Committee to Stop the War and members of the Armed
Forces Reserves brought suit in federal district court to

enjoin the Secretary of Defense from maintaining the membership
of Congressmen in the Reserves and to have such membership
declared unconstitutional and for further relief The district
court first held that plaintiffs had standing to sue as citizens
and that the case did not involve nonjusticiable political
question The court went on to hold on the merits that member
ship of Congressmen in the Reserves violated the Incompatability
Clause and it granted declaratory but not injunctive relief
The Court of Appeals affirmed without opinion The Governments
petition for certiorari was granted

The Supreme Court reversed accepting the Governments
contention that plaintiffs alleged only an abstract injury to
their interest in constitutional governance an interest shared
by all citizens The Court agreed with the Government that such
an allegation was insufficient to establish plaintiffs per
sonal stake in the outcome of the litigation under Article III
because it did not claim perceptible and personal harm The
Court also agreed with the Government that plaintiffs did not
have standing to sue as taxpayers Having so concluded the
Court did not reach the other questions in the case

Staff Leonard Schaitman and Neil Koslowe

Civil Division
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SUPREME COURT RULES THAT TAXPAYER LACKS STANDING TO
COMPEL AN ACCOUNTING OF CIA APPROPRIATIONS

United States Richardson Supreme Court No 72-885
June 25 1974 D.J 145-3-lO3bJ

Respondent brought suit as federal taxpayer to have
the Central Intelligency Agency Act provision which allows
the CIA to account for its expenditures solely on the
certificate of the Director declared unconstitutional and
for public accounting of CIA appropriations The district
court dismissed the suit for lack of standing and the Court of

Appeals reversed

The Supreme Court reversed holding that the individual
taxpayer suffered no direct personal injury but was assertingonly generalized grievance not cognizable in the courts under
Frothingham Mellon 262 U.S 447 The Court further heldthat there was no logical nexus between respondents status as

taxpayer and the asserted failure of Congress to require moredetailed reports of expenditures of the CIA so as to establish
standing under Flast Cohen 392 U.S 83

Staff Leonard Schaitman Civil Division

COURT OF APPEALS

SUITS IN ADMIRALUY ACT

NIIH CIRCUIT HOIS THAT AVIATION TORT ACTION BROUGI
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES UNDER GENERAL MARITIME LAW IS
COGNIZABLE SOLELY UNDER THE SUITS IN ADMIRALITy ACT

Roberts United States of America C.A No 73-2260June l97L D.J l57-l2C-590

Plaintiffs sued the United States for the wrongful deathof flight navigator who died in the crash-landing into thewaters surrounding the island of Okinawa of private cargoairplane enroute from the United States to Vietnam Plaintiffs
alleged that the navigator died as result of the negligenceof United States Air Force personnel who ran the airbase at
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which the plane was supposed to land and they sought $2.5
million in damages The complaint was brought under the Federal
Tort Claims Act 28 U.S.C 13-I-6b1970 the Death on the High
Seas Act 46 U.S.C 761 et seq 1970 and general maritime
law and was commenced more than two years after the accident
occurred The district court denied the Governments motion to
dismiss the complaint on the ground the action was time-barred
but certified its order for interlocutory appeal The Court of

Appeals subsequently granted the Governments application for
interlocutory appeal

The Ninth Circuit reversed It first distinguished
Executive Jet Aviation Inc City of Cleveland 409 U.S
249 1972 and concluded that plaintiffs claim of an aviation
tort fell within the admiralty jurisdiction of the district
court The Court of Appeals reasoned that the 1960 amendment
to 46 U.S.C 742 of the Suits in Admiralty Act which added
the phrase or if private person or property were involved
expanded the Suits in Admiralty Act to encompass all maritime
torts asserted against the United States The Court agreed
with the Government that as result of the 1960 amendment the
only statute waiving soverign immunity upon which plaintiffs
asserting maritime claims against the United States may rely
is the Suits in Admiralty Act Since that Act has two-year
statute of limitations which is jurisdictional in nature and
since plaintiffs suit was commenced more than two years after
the cause of action arose the Court agreed with the Government
that the complaint should have been dismissed

Staff Neil Koslowe Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

COURTS OF APPEAL

AIRPORT SEARCHES

THE SHUTTLE FLIGHT AS UNIQUE CASE

United States Cynthia Edwards C.A No 575 decided May 29 1974

In an opinion uniform in result but sharply divided in rationale three

judge panel of the Second Circuit upheld the conviction of Cynthia Edwards
following non-jury trial for violation of 21 U.S.C 841 possession of 1600
envelopes of heroin with intent to distribute

Defendant Edwards arrived at LaGuardia Airport to take an Eastern Air

Lines shuttleis flight to Boston Metal detectors magnetometers were

available and passengers were required to pass through them prior to boarding
the flight An Eastern employee announced to the waiting passengers that

hand baggage would be searched Additionally signs were posted in the

boarding area and waiting area that hand baggage carried by passengers
boarding the aircraft would be searched Edwards carrying pocketbook was
searched disclosing sufficient metal to have actfvated the magnetometer
none of which constituted weapon or contraband The beach bag was
checked after the pocketbook and box wrapped in pair of slacks was
discovered which contained about 1000 envelopes of heroin an additional

600 envelopes were discovered in various other parts of the beach bag

At trial the defense contended that the then applicable FAA regulations

August 1972 regarding shuttle flights which required the carrier to search

any hand carried baggage which would remain with the passenger in the

aircraft and also required that each passenger clear metal detector check

prior to boarding violated the Fourth Amendment were illegal and contra
ban1 discovered in the course of such searches should be suppressed

Judge Friendly writing for himself and Judge Hays held the regulations

and the search conducted pursuant to them to be constitutionally permissible
The reasonableness of warrantless airport search such as this depends on

balancing the need for search with the offensiveness of the intrusion

Here with signs and an announced warning by an airline employee that

passengers would be searched there was an implied notice which was readily
evident to Edwards and others that search could be avoided by stepping out

of the boarding line and declining to insist upon passage On this basis
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the instant case is distinguished from United States Ruiz-Estrella
481 F.2d 723 Cir 1973 in which suppression was ordered on similar

facts in part because of lack of notice to the defendant that search

could be avoided by declining to demand passage on the aircraft The

district court in the instant case in addition to finding sufficient notice

to Edwards that search could be avoided by not demanding passage further

found that Edwards had consented to the search 359 Supp 764 E.D
N.Y 1973 The Circuit Court did not reach the consent issue finding

that the notice was adequate In order to bring itself within the test of

reasonableness applicable to airport searches the government must give

the citizen fair warning before he enters the area of search that he is

at liberty to proceed no further without search but that he may avoid

search by declining to insist upon passage Here the government did so

In extensive dicta Judge Friendly again made point he first

expressed in United States Bell 464 F.2d 667 Cir 1972 cert den
409 U.S 991 1972 in his concurring opinion which was not the holding

of the court that the danger alone which the skyjacker presents to life

and property meets the test of reasonableness so long as the search is

conducted in good faith for the purpose of preventing hijacking or like

damage and with reasonable scope and the passenger has been given
advance notice of his liability to such search so that he can avoid it by

choosing not to travel by air

Judge Oakes concurred in affirrnance and sharply disagreed with the

basis for the majoritys decision The concurrance holds that Edwards in

the instant case did consent to the search when asked by the Marshal if

he could look into her pocketbook and beach bag The concurring opinion

cited United States Albarado No 731954 C.A pri1 1974 for the

proposition that if air travel were conditioned on submission to search
the potential air travelers submission would be the product of coercion

and hence would not constitute implied consent It was noted however that

the warning of the search made the search less intrusive thereby as compared
for instance with Terry search with its element of surprise and actual

physical coercion Id at 2476 Judge Friendly does not necessarily agree
with everything said on consent in Albarado but that portion of the

Albarado decision dealing with consent was not dictum since to find the

evidence unlawfully seized it was necessary to refute the claim that

appellant had impliedly consented to the search Thus as general rule

providing relief from search by the option of not boarding an aircraft is
at best providing no relief at all

In Edwards however only carry on baggage was subject to search
Search of that baggage could have been avoided by checking it throuch and
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picking It up at the baggage retrieval area at the destination Therefore

in this instance Edwards had viable option checking the baggage and

the FAA regulations then applicable did not violate the Constitution because

baggage could be checked and search avoided If search of all baggage
both checked and hand carried was condition preceeding to boarding

the regulations would be impermissible as an unreasonable intrusion

absent some other indicia of probable cause to believe that there were

weapons or other contraband in the baggage searched

Judge Oakes further sharply disagrees with the rationale of the Friendly

concurrance in Bell supra noting that the Second Circuit has not in any

case held that the potential danger of skyjacking alone makes airport

searches reasonable

Staff Edward John Boyd
Acting United States Attorney

David DePetris

Kevin Sheridan

Assistant United States Attorneys

IMMIGRATION

ALIENS SEEKING ASYLUM UNDER THE UNITED NATIONS PROTOCOL
RELATING TO THE STATUS OF REFUGEES MUST BEIN THE UNITED STATES

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE IMMIGRATION LAWS

Kan Kim Lin et al Rlnaldi 493 F.2d 1229 3rd Cir March 25 1974

D.J 39-48-321

The appellants Chinese seamen having tequested and been denied

asylum under the United Nations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees

sought an injunction in the district court to restrain the District Director of

the Immigration and Naturalization Service from deporting them on the ground

that his denial of asylum was arbitrary capricious and illegal The district

court granted summary judgment in favor of the director

On appeal the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed the

district courts decision Referring to the Protocol provision that rthe

Contracting States shall not expel refugee lawfully in their territory

save on grounds of national security or public order the Court of Appeals

held that that provision was intended to require that the refugee under the

Protocol be in country in compliance with the immigration laws of that

country Since each of the Chinese seamen had been found deportable

they were not entitled to asylum

Staff United States Attorney Jonathan Goldstein

Assistant United States Attorney William Pizzi

District of New Jersey
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IMMIGRATION LABOR CERTIFICATION

EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE MUST MEET BURDEN OF PROOF PURSUANT
TO U.S.C 1l82al4 EMPLOYER HAS STANDING TO CHALLENGE DENIAL
OF CERTIFICATION FOR LABOR FOR ALIEN EMPLOYEE

Richard Pesikoff et al Secretary of Labor C.A No 72
2206 May 1974 D.J No 3916551

This action was brought by Pesikoff U.S citizen and Quintero an
alien seeking declaratory judgment that the Secretary of Labors denial of

labor certification to Quintero was an abuse of discretion Pesikoff sought
to employ Quintero as maid to help care for his two children Pesikoff

applied for labor certification from the Secretary of Labor pursuant to

Section 212 14 of the Immigration Nationality Act U.S.C 1182a 14
Pesikoff reported to the Secretary that Quinteros work day was from 8-12 a.m
and 2-6 p.m daily even though she was to live in the Pesikoff home

Section 212 14 provides for the exclusion from the United States of

aliens seeking entry for the purpose of performing skilled or unskilled labor

unless the Secretary certifies that there are not sufficient workers available

in that particular area of the United States who are capable of performing
such work and that employment of such aliens would not have an adverse
effect on wages or working conditions of U.S workers similarly employed
Pesikoffs request was denied because the ihformation supplied the Secretary

by the Texas Employment Commission did not show that U.S workers were
unavailable for the work Quintero was to perform

The Court of Appeals affirmed the denial of certification The Court

pointed out that the clear intent of the 1965 amendment to the Immigration
and Nationality Act was to place on the applying alien the burden of proving
that workers were not available and that the grant of certification

would have no adverse effect on American workers Pesikoff failed to submit
such evidence to the Secretary and failed to suggest evidence to the Court
that could be submitted on remand Furthermore the Court approved the

Secretarys treatment of Pesikoffs live-in requirement as personal
preference irrelevant to the determination of whether there was pool of

qualified potential employees in the area Finally the Court noted that
the report of the Texas Employment Commissionwas sufficient basis for

the Secretarys decision to deny certification

The Court however rejected the governments argument that Pesikoff
lacked standing to seek judicial review of the Secretarys decision holding
that the employer is arguably within the zone of interests to be protected
or regulated by section 212 14

Staff Richard Chaifetz Criminal Division
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INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS

DEVICE MAY BE DEEMED PRIMARILY USEFUL FOR SURREPTITIOUS

INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS IN VIOLATION OF 18 U.S.C 2512

EVEN THOUGH IT IS BEST SUITED FOR SURREPTITIOUS USES THAT DO NOT

VIOLATE 18 U.S.C 2511

United States Richard Lee Bast and Redex Corporation C.A D.C
495 F.2d 138 January 25 1974 D.J No 8216353

The defendants published brochure advertising miniature tape

recorder According to the brochure the recorder secretly tapes conversa

tion interview conference or lecture in your shirt pocket It further

states extremely sensitive pick up--to 75 feet and indicated that the

device was useful for secret intelligence investigation On the basis

of this advertisement warrant was obtained for search of the premises of

the defendant corporation and seizure of the advertised items and any other

items proscribed by 18 U.S.C 2512 Execution of the warrant resulted in

seizure of electronic devices The defendants were indicted for possessing

distributing and advertising interception of communications devices in

violation of Section 2512

Pursuant to pretrial motion the trial judge suppressed the evidence

seized under the warrant on the ground that the al1gations of the affidavit

were insufficient as matter of law to establish violation of Section

2512 The basis of the judges ruling was that the term surreptitious

interception as used in Section 2512 must be defined to mean an intercep

tion prohibited by Section 2511 He concluded that the advertised device

was represented as useful for monitoring conversations to which the user is

party and that since such use does not violate Section 2511 the device

is not in violation of Section 2512

The Court of Appeals vacated and remanded stating that the trial judge

had construed Section 2512 too narrowly The District Courts reading of

the Section 2511 exceptions into the prohibition of Section 2512 lacks support

in the language of the statute The Court of Appeals stated that the word

surreptitious means secret The purpose of Section 2512 is to ban devices

that have as their primary use the secret interception of communications This

includes devices that are designed to be worn secretly on the person by

party to conversation While the use of device in this manner does not

constitute violation of Section 2511 due to the existence of one party

consent the lack of criminality of its use does not change the secretive

quality of the device or relieve it from liability under Section 2512 Similarly

where device which may not be primarily useful for surreptitious interception

is advertised in such way to promote its use for surreptitious interception

of communications the advertising provision of Section 2512 is violated even

though the suggested use may not constitute violation of Section 2511

Staff James Robinson Criminal Division
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Wallace Johnson

COURTS OF APPEAL

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

IN CONDUCTING DEER HUNT IN GAME REFUGE SECRETARY OF THE
INTERIOR NOT REQUIRED TO EMPLOY MOST HUMANE METHOD

The Humane Society of the United States et al Morton et al
C.A D.C No 731566 July 1974 D.J 90121265

The Humane Society and other organizations filed suit seeking to

enjoin the Secretary of the Interior from permitting public deer hunts on
three national wildlife refuges and from authorizing in such hunts the

use of shotguns loaded with buckshot bows and arrows and muzzle-loading
rifles The district court dismissed the complaint and the Court of Appeals
entered judgment of affirmance

The Court of Appeals memorandum stated Congress has given
the Secretary authority to use wildlife refuges for recreation purposes
provided such uses do not undermine the cetra1 objectives of their

estab1ishment The Secretary has issued regulations authorizing

public hunts to control surplus animal populations in the refuges No
statute requires the Secretary to employ devices appellants deem more
humane than public hunting

Staff Eva Datz Land and Natural Resources Division

ENVIRONMENT

EPAS PENNSYLVANIA TRANSPORTATION CONTROL PLAN SUSTAINED

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania EPA C.A No 73-2121
June 28 1974 D.J 90523489

In an action to review the Pennsylvania Transportation Control Plan
promulgated by the Administrator of the EPA to be part of the Pennsylvania
implementation plan designed to achieve the national ambient air quality
standards under the Clean Air Act the Court held that Congress intended
when it passed the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 to require the states

to enforce applicable implementation plans and to subject them to federal

sanctions and if they failed to meet this obligation that Congress has the

power under the Commerce Clause to require the states to enforce
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Administrator-promulgated implementation plans In addition the Court

specifically upheld the requirement in the Transportation Control Plan

that air bleed to manifold intake devices be installed on all pre-1968

model year automobiles

Staff Michael Graves Land and Natural Resources Division

INDIANS

ATTORNEYS FEES NOT AUTHORIZED IN ACTION TO PRESERVE INDIAN

WATER RIGHTS

Pyramid Lake Pauite Tribe of Indians Morton C.A D.C No
732184 June 28 1974 D.J 9024171

After the Pyramid Lake Paulte Tribe had successfully brought suit

to require the Secretary of the Interior to revise the operating criteria

governing the operation of the New Land Reclamation Project involving

the Truckee and Carson Rivers the district court awarded $106197.31 in

attorneys fees and other expenses

The Court of Appeals reversed holding that neither 25 U.S.C sec
175-which provides that the United States Attorney should represent

Indians-nor 25 U.S.C sec 4766--which authoriies Indian Tribes

organized under the Indian Reorganization Act to retain independent counsel

subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interiorconstitutes the

requisite specific statutory authorization for an award of attorneys fees

and expenses against the United States

The Court of Appeals specifically held that absent direct statutory

authority for an award of attorneys fees and expenses against the United

States the district court was without the general power to award such fees

Staff Lawrence Shearer and Donald Redd

Land and Natural Resources Division

PROBATE OF INDIAN WILLS NO INDIAN DOWER RIGHTS OR FORCED SHARE

Dolly Cusker Akers Morton C.A No 713002 June 20 1974
D.J 9024176

The Ninth Circuit affirmed the district courts ruling upholding the

administrative determination on the validity of an Indian will which had

disinherited the testators widow The Court found that there was sufficient

evidence to support the administrative finding The Court reluctantly

rejected on the basis of clear federal statutory provisions and Supreme
Court decisions the widDws assertion of dower right in the restricted land
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Staff Assistant United States Attorney

Keith Burrowes Dist Montana

INDIAN LAW

TRIBE AS AN INDISPENSIBLE PARTY

The Tewa Tesugue et al Morton et al C.A 10 No 731817
June 12 1974 D.J 902116973

An organization of Pueblo Indians of the Pueblo Tesuque sued

Interior Department officials alleging that they had abused their discretion

in approving lease of some of the Pueblos land for an upper class

housing development Among other things the plaintiffs sought

cancellation of the lease and damages against the federal officials The

government of the Pueblo which signed the lease was not named party

to the suit The Court upheld the lower courts dismissal of the suit

for lack of an indispensible party and because of the sovereign immunity

of the United States

Staff Edward Shawaker Land and Natural Resources Division

Assistant United States Attorney Richard Smith Dist New Mexico

JURISrICTION

DEFENDANT PRIVATE PARTIES MAY NOT IN INJUNCTION SUIT BY

UNITED STATES MAKE SUIT INTO ONE OF CONDEMNATION

United States Clair Bird et al C.A 10 No 731765 June 14
1974 D.J 90218124

The United States filed suit to cancel lease and to enjoin certain

defendants from further mining operations or further trespess upon lands

within the Capitol Reef National Park During the preliminary stages of

the litigation the parties stipulated

that the Court retain jurisdiction for the purpose of

determining what interest if any the defendants have in

and to said properties and what value if any defendants

should recover by reason of the government taking said

properties and stipulate that the Court may treat said

Temporary Restraining Order as an Order of Occupancy as

of the date of the filing of plaintiffs complaint and the

valuation if any be determined as of that date



The defendants did not file counterclaim but in their answer affirmatively

alleged they were to be compensated for the taking of their leasehold

interest by virtue of the injuction based on the above stipulation

The district court declared the lease to be valid and determined the

action to be one in condemnation by virtue of the stipulation and

awarded $250 000 as just compensation for the taking of the leasehold

The Court of Appeals in an opinion not for publication reversed

holding that this was not condemnation proceeding that defendants could

not circumvent the Declaration of Taking Act and Rule 71 F.R.Civ.P
to maintain an action of their own design that under the Tucker Act the

district court was without jurisdiction to enter judgment in excess of

$10 000 that the United States Attorney is without power to alter the

conditions under which Congress has consented to suit and that under

28 U.S.C sec 2409a the defendants on appeal could not bend this

action into one of quiet title since the action was never maintained as such

Staff Glen Goodsell and Anthony Borwick Land and

Natural Resources Division

NEPA

STAFF PARTICIPATION IN PREPARATION OFIMPACT STATEMENT REQUIRED

Harlem Valley Transportation Association et al Stafford et al
C.A No 732496 June 18 1974 D.J 90523116

The Second Circuit affirmed the district courts decision requiring

the ICC to have its staff participate in the preparation of environmental

impact statements in railroad abandonment proceedings The Court found

the ICCs procedures too passive It is not sufficient to place the burden

on intervenors in the proceeding to raise environmental issues The agencys
environmental assessment must be made before any hearings on the merits

and with the help of staff participation

Staff Edmund Clark and Henry Bourguignon

Land and Natural Resources Division

DISTRICT COURT

ENVIRONMENT

NEPA NCPC IS NOT REQUIRED TO FILE EIS ON ZONING APPLICATION

McLean Gardens Residents Association National Capital Planning

Commission D.C Civ No 204272 June 1974 D.J 9014582
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Mter the owners of McLean Gardens had filed an application under

Article 75 of the C. Zoning Regulations to extensively redevelop the

project the McLean Gardens Residents Association in October 1972 filed

suit for preliminary injunction to restrain the Zoning Commission
and the National Capital Planning Commission from acting on the then

pending application until NCPC had filed an environmental impact statement

under NEPA The district court granted the preliminary injunction

McLean Gardens was then sold The new owner CBI Fairmac Corporation
obtained permission to withdraw the Article 75 application representing it

would submit redevelopment plan under Article 91 which prescribes the

procedure for amendments of zoning maps and regulations by the Zoning

Commission

The intervenor another organization filed an amended complaint

urging that in considering an Article 91 zoning application the Zoning
Commission is subject to NEPA alleging that it is acting as federal agency

In August 1973 plaintiffs filed motion for preliminary injunction

to restrain CBI from razing three buildings on the site The motion was
granted to maintain the status quo Both sides filed motions for summary
judgement

The court granted defendants motion tor summary judgment holding

One that because of all the contingencies involved until the

governmental bodies had an opportunity to consider definite redevelopment

plan the NEPA issue that might be presented by specific proposal

claimed to be in violation of NCPCs Comprehensive Plan was not yet

justiciable also the court would need the benefit of NCPC action on the

question of consistency with the Comprehensive Plan Whether the Planning

Commission and the Zoning Commission must file NEPA statements under

Articles 75 and 91 of the Zoning Regulations is different the agencies
positions here are quite firm Also since CBI has stated it will redevelop
the project the case is neither moot nor hypothetical The public interest

will be served by answering the NEPA questions now

Two that neither the action of the Zoning Commission nor the Planning

Commission fell within NEPA The Zoning Commission is acting as local

body in acting on Article 75 and 91 applications the Planning Commissions
role is rrerely advisory The court accepted NCPCs policy under which

NEPA responsibilities are involved when NCPC formulates approves or

modifies its Comprehensive Plan Under that policy NEPA statement
is required when an action with regard to the Comprehensive Plan is such
that it constitutes major federal action significantly affecting the environment
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In making its NEPA ruling the court considered the effect of the

new District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization

Act and its decision was declaratory of the law both in effect at the time

of the opinion and under that Act part of the provisions of which are

effective July 1974 and part January 1975

The court dissolved the two preliminary injunctions It had granted

earlier

Staff John Lindskold Land and Natural Resources Division

Assistant United States Attorney Nathan Dodell Dist of Columbia


